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Craft connects us to the past and helps us better understand
the present. I travel to learn about the world through the hands
and hearts of artisans in hopes of preserving their traditions
and promoting a greater appreciation of handmade things. My
wanderlust as “The Design Tourist” drew me to East Germany,
the cradle of Modernism and home to countless artisans and
craftspeople.
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This is a story of how a country’s complicated relationship
with history produced some of the most prolific and
enduring works of architecture, design, and handicrafts.
I start my ten-day journey in the state of Thuringia, the
birthplace of the Bauhaus, a revolutionary design school
and trailblazer of present-day Modernism Thuringia is also
home to generations of artisans and craftspeople who’ve
carried on their traditions through wars, communist
rule, businesses lost and regained, border divisions, and
reunification.
There is a romantic side
of Thuringia as the land
of
Grimm
Brothers’
Fairy tales, half-timbered
houses, and cinematic
scenery, coupled with its
Nazi past and post-World
War Two communist rule
until the Cold War ended
in 1989. Alongside these
dualities exists a state that
embodies the beauty of
humanity and creativity.
My exploration begins
with medieval Germany
in Erfurt, the state
capital and largest city
in Thuringia. I’ve come
to meet the makers
lining the city’s famous
Merchants’ Bridge, known
as the Krämerbrücke.
The 700-year-old bridge,
constructed of wood
originally, was rebuilt
out of stone in 1325.
Erfurt Christams Windmill
King’s Way, Europe’s
most important medieval
trading route, passed over the Merchants’ Bridge crossing
the Gera River. Half-timbered houses line the Merchants’
Bridge with shops on the ground floors and residences
upstairs. It runs through the heart of Erfurt’s old town,
paved with cobblestone streets, and populated with quaint
cafes and independent shops.
Erfurt prospered as a trade center and the producer of a
prized blue dye from the woad plant. From the 9th century
until the 19th century, the Thuringian Basin cultivated this
cash crop producing a valuable blue dye from the woad
plant. Today, Erfurt is home to textile artists keeping this
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ancient craft alive, making the deep blue dye to create
cloth products. Artisan Rosanna Minelli owns Erfurt
Blau, a store on the Merchant’s Bridge selling pigments
and textile products that she handmakes. She designed a
limited edition Blauhaus collection in commemoration
of the Bauhaus’100th anniversary celebrated throughout
Thuringia in 2019. The collection includes hand-dyed blue
and white scarves using the Shibori technique with geometric,
minimalistic designs, signature Bauhaus elements. The
Blauhaus collection also includes a collaboration with
fashion designer Mone Luhn, owner of Maboni. She created
a collection of organic
children’s clothing with
Bauhaus design elements
also available in the Erfurt
Blau shop.
Along the bridge, I pause
to watch a puppet show
for one Euro in the
workshop window of
marionette-maker Martin
Gobsch. He sketches
and makes handcarved
wooden puppets celebrated
worldwide
for
their
craftsmanship. Nearby, I
discover the teddy bear
store, Tilibom, the smallest
workshop on the bridge.
Artisan Andrea HeeseWagner owns Tilibom,
and hand sews each teddy
bear with custom clothing
and distinct personalities.
Many of her teddy bears
look vintage and lovingly
worn from a technique she
uses to scrape away the fur.
To set up shop on the bridge
is no easy feat. The Krämerbrücke Foundation curates and
decides which craftspeople can locate on the bridge. “It’s
an honor and a privilege to live and work on the bridge.
Erfurt wants to protect the bridge’s legacy of craftspeople
and the authenticity of goods sold on the bridge,” explains
Matthias Gose, my tour guide and a longtime resident of
Erfurt.
Jewelry maker Ute Wolff-Brinckman earned her spot on the
bridge as an accomplished goldsmith. Her store Schmuck
Und Objekt is a workshop and gallery of handmade designs
including her signature CUBE collection. Ute casts molten
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silver and gold into forms of interlocking cubes inspired
by Bauhaus design elements into rings, earrings, necklaces,
and pendants.
Claudi and Nico combine their passion for paper with
Bauhaus design principles in their store, Qnik. The
stationery store sells handmade, creative, and expertly
engineered paper products. Origami lamps, pinatas that
pull to open and geometric boxes holding gold-painted
good luck beans, are just some of their intricately designed
products you won’t find anywhere else. I end my shopping
trip on the bridge at Goldhelm Schokolade, where I sample
handmade artisanal chocolates, delicious eye candy with
exotic flavors.
Erfurt is both an enclave of artisans and the spiritual home
of Protestant Reformation leader Martin Luther, who lived
there from 1501 to 1507. I made a quick visit to several
of the city’s pivotal places in Martin Luther’s religious
evolution including Erfurt University, the St. Augustine
Monastery and Erfurt’s Cathedral. I say goodbye to Erfurt
with a suitcase full of products made with meaning as a
modern-day consumer on this medieval trade route.
What to know if you go:
Erfurt is the capital city of Thuringia, where history and
culture converge in a cosmopolitan community that retains
its medieval charm. I stayed at the Hotel Krämerbrücke, at
the foot of the Merchants’ Bridge and firmly rooted in the
city’s history and culture. The hotel claims Erfurt’s oldest
secular building, the Old Swan restaurant dating back to
1310, on the site of a medieval wagon yard. Shops on the
Merchants’ Bridge are closed on Sundays, so keep that in
mind when exploring the city. For more on Erfurt, check
out www.erfurt-tourismus.de
Next, I head into the Thuringian Forest to meet with makers
creating world-famous mouth-blown glass Christmas
decorations and collectible paper mache figurines. I visit
the village of Steinach to meet with owners of Marolin,
makers of handmade paper mache figurines. Richard Mahr
founded Marolin in 1900, naming the company after a
secret paper mache recipe he invented. Marolin remains in
the family and operates as a factory, museum, and shop on
the site of Mahr’s original family home. Marolin employs
local artisans who cast, assemble, and paint each figurine
by hand using century-old techniques. The company
originally produced nativity and religious figurines,
evolving its collection to include more than 2000 figurines
such as fairytale characters, animals, and other holiday
icons. The front of the factory is open to the public to shop
the figurine store and tour the museum, which chronicles
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the perseverance of this paper mache maker.” The company
was taken away by the communists in the early 1970s.
My great grandfather decided to take back the company
when the Berlin Wall came down in 1989. In the following
years, we rediscovered the secret paper mache recipe and
several original figurine molds in the cellar, enabling us to
start up production again” says Christian Forkel, Marolin’s
president and great, great-grandson of Richard Mahr.
My exploration of Christmas artisans in the Thuringian
Forest takes me to the village of Lauscha. For centuries,
artisans have created mouth-blown, and hand-painted glass
ornaments. It’s a tradition recognized by the nationwide
register of intangible UNESCO cultural heritage. In the
early 1800s, Lauscha’s first glass workshops opened, taking
advantage of the abundance of glass-making materials,
including wood and water from the Thuringian Forest.
Lauscha glass Christmas ornaments gained worldwide
fame after making their way into Woolworth stores in the
1880s, discovered by Mr. F.W. Woolworth during a visit to
Germany. It takes years to master the skill of mouth-blown
glass making, and Lauscha glass artists are among the best
in the world, turning out signature silvered, sculptured glass
ornaments. The village has several glass workshops open
for public tours and several stores selling glass ornaments
and objects. I visit the Christmas by Krebs showroom,
the largest in Lauscha, with a Christmas wonderland of
merchandise and decorations.
What to know if you go:
Tourism infrastructure is less structured in Thuringian
Forest villages. If you go, I recommend getting in touch
with local resident Rita Worm-Horn, who organizes tours
at www.lauscha-glaskunst.com. I stayed at the Boutique
Hotel Schieferhof in Neuhaus-Rennsteig, centrally located
near the Christmas artisan villages. The hotel intimately
connects visitors with local artisans through its handcrafted
decor, including locally-made glassware, art, and objects.
You can learn more at www.schieferhof.de.
Next, I detour into the German state of Saarland to explore
the Bliesgau Biosphere and experience wood working
from its source to a finished stool. Bliesgau is one of 714
UNESCO biospheres worldwide and it resides in the
southeastern corner of Saarland, on the border with France
and Rhineland-Palatinate.
Lothar Wilhelm, a woodworker, and forest guide, takes me
on a hike to harvest wood that I will use to build a stool
by hand. Lothar runs a company that offers craftmaking
tours of the biosphere. I’m in search of the perfect ash
tree branches to build my stool. Along our hike, Lothar

talks about the biosphere’s sustainable forestry practices. I
feel a sense of calm wash over me as I hear birds chirping,
breathe in fresh air, and smell woodsy scents, known as
phytoncides, tree oils that have immune-boosting, moodenhancing benefits.

town during the Age of Enlightenment welcomed poets
and authors in an atmosphere where they could exchange
ideas. The ruling Duke invited the poet Johann Wolfgang
von Goethe to live in Weimar and serve as the national
poet” “says Claudia Dell, my guide.

My mental and physical reboot from being fully immersed
in nature is what’s known as “Forest Bathing” a trendy term
for walking in nature with your senses fully engaged. The
Japanese pioneered the concept of Forest Bathing in the
1980s and today the idea is gaining mainstream respect
as a wellness and self-care activity. Lothar’s guided tours
through the Bliesgau Biosphere aim to make people aware
of the connections between nature, craft, and consumerism,
cultivating more mindful purchases and a respect for
natural resources. After finding, the perfect ash tree branch,
we head to the nearby village of Wolfersheim to a donkey
farm that houses a wood workshop. I drill and fit the frame
of my stool then handweave the seat in a checkerboard
pattern. Today, I proudly display that stool in my living
room to remind me of the time, talent, effort, and resources
that go into handmade things.

You can experience the literary spirits of Germany’s
famous poets Johann Wolfgang von Goethe and Friedrich
von Schiller with a visit to their homes and museums in
Weimar. The Goethe National Museum includes the poet’s
Baroque residence and is part of UNESCO’s Memory of
the World Program.

What to know if you go:
I stayed near the biosphere at the Landgasthaus Wintringer
Hof, a hotel and working organic farm that employs people
with disabilities. The hotel restaurant serves farm-to-table
meals and its gorgeous property soaks in biosphere scenery
of rolling meadows and surrounding mountains. Also on
site, I explored the ancient chapel with a biosphere exhibit
and the stunning large globe sculpture by Martin Steinert
depicting the 714 UNESCO biosphere reserves worldwide.
If you want to book a craftmaking tour of the Bliesgau
Biosphere, you can contact Lothar at www.kultourwerk.de
To learn about the hotel, to go www.landgasthaus.saarland
Continuing my exploration of Thuringia’s arts and crafts
roots, I head to Weimar, a cosmopolitan city rich in culture
with a complicated past. Weimar is the birthplace of the
20th century’s most influential trailblazer of Modernism
known as The Bauhaus School. This revolutionary school
of art, architecture, and design was founded in 1919 in
Weimar, the same year that Germany established its first
democracy in a constitution ratified at the city’s Grand
Theater.
Weimar is where the Golden Age meets the Modern Age.
It’s why UNESCO selected Weimar for its outstanding
role as a cultural center in the late 18th and early 19th
centuries. To understand why Weimar is the birthplace of
The Bauhaus School, I start with the city’s classical roots
fostered by progressive-minded royals and residents. The
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Next, I get acquainted with Weimar’s early 19th century
avant-garde society by visiting the New Weimar Museum
to learn about the pre-Bauhaus era. Art, furniture, and
decorative objects are on display that exemplify early
Weimar Modernism.
In 1919, architect Walter Gropius merged Weimar’s two
arts academies, one for fine arts and one for applied arts into
a single institution call The Bauhaus School. The Bauhaus
translates as “School of Building”, and its teachings became
both a style and a philosophy that continues to influence
present-day Modernism in all forms.
The neighboring Bauhaus Museum of Weimar opened in
2019, the year of the Bauhaus School’s 100th anniversary.
The museum contains the world’s oldest collection of
Bauhaus items. “Walter Gropius saved 175 items produced
by The Bauhaus School as the best representation of its first
six years of existence, before the school was forced out of
Weimar,” Claudia explains.
Despite its Bauhaus roots, Weimar has only one Bauhausdesigned building, Haus am Horn, built in 1923 as part of
the Bauhaus exhibition. The prototype modernist home is
the first built in collaboration with the Bauhaus School and
includes furnishings designed by its students. It’s one of
three structures in Weimar that are part of the UNESCO
World Heritage.
Near these two museums, I witness Weimar’s complicated
relationship with history as a Nazi former command post.
Hitler chose Weimar to headquarter his Third Reich and
commissioned the construction of administrative buildings
known as the Gauforum, near the present-day Bauhaus
Museum and the New Museum of Weimar. Today the
Nazi-era buildings stand as a scar the city has reckoned
with by establishing nearby public spaces and an exhibit
in the Gauforum chronicling the history of the complex.
The Bauhaus legacy lives on at The Bauhaus University of
Weimar, the original site of the Bauhaus School. Today,
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the university offers degrees in architecture, art, design,
and engineering. I tour two buildings on campus listed
as UNESCO World Heritage sites. The Main Building
houses the former office of Bauhaus School director
Walter Gropius, restored with reproductions of furniture
he designed. Also on view are murals in the building’s
stairways, the works of Bauhaus masters. I visit the Van
de Velde Building to admire the stairway mural of floating
human figures by Bauhaus Master Oskar Schlemmer.
Later that evening, in a surprise moment of serendipity,
I meet fashion designer, Anne Gorke, founder of the
Bauhaus Made clothing label. That day I had regretted
not purchasing a sweatshirt I really liked in the Bauhaus
Museum gift shop. As Anne was showing me her clothing
collection, I spy the same sweatshirt, one of her designs that
she graciously gives to me. Anne studied fashion design at
the Bauhaus University of Weimar and says her process is
like building a house with strong architectural influences in
functional silhouettes. To check her designs, go to https://
annegorke.com.
Bauhaus lives on in Weimar through its modern-day
artists, craftspeople, and architects long after the original
school left the city in 1924. Conservative powers in the
Thuringian state government cut funding for The Bauhaus
School forcing a relocation to the industrial city of Dessau.
What to know if you go:
I stayed at the Hotel Elephant, which has witnessed many
pivotal moments in history and is deeply rooted in the
fabric of Weimar. The hotel dates to 1542 and overlooks
the market square of the old town. It is unofficially
known as the “living room” of Weimar playing host to
famous intellectuals, poets, writers, artists, musicians, and
politicians, including Hitler. Hotel Elephant served as the
Nazi party headquarters during Hitler’s visits and Hitler
had an apartment in the hotel. Today, Hotel Elephant is a
neoclassic building and member of the Marriott Autograph
collection. The hotel has an extensive art collection on view
and remains an important part of Weimar’s social and
cultural scene.
A short drive from Weimar is the charming town of
Dornburg, where the Bauhaus School set up a pottery
workshop that is now a museum. The Bauhaus Workshop
Museum chronicles the five years that Bauhaus ceramics
students learned their craft in a building that served as
the stables for the neighboring castles. Many important
German ceramists of the 20th century completed their
training at the pottery workshop. Their works are on display
as well as the original tools and workspaces. After touring
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the museum, I recommend visiting the garden terrace
across the street for a stunning birdseye view of Dornburg’s
valley and surrounding mountains. To learn more, check
out https://bauhaus-keramik.de.
I continue tracing the legacy of The Bauhaus School to the
industrial city of Dessau, in the German state of SaxonyAnhalt. Dessau has more original Bauhaus-designed
buildings than anywhere in the world, twelve of which
are open to the public. The Bauhaus School moved from
Weimar to Dessau in 1925 and remained until it was forced
out by the National Socialists, who came to power in 1932.
In Dessau, the Bauhaus firmly established its architectural
ideas and partnered with local industries to create everyday
products, thriving with support from the Dessau city
government. I toured four iconic sites: the Bauhaus
Building, the Masters’ Houses, the Kornhaus restaurant,
and outside the city, the Dessau- Törten Housing Estate,
all designated UNESCO World Heritage sites.
On the surface, Dessau’s Bauhaus architecture can be
challenging to appreciate. To the unknowing eye, many
buildings look sterile, stark, and industrial. Bauhaus is
more than its buildings; it’s a mindset, a philosophy, and
an approach to modern life that promoted social values,
attempting to make architecture, art, and design accessible
to all. If you understand the progressive and democratic
ideals of the Bauhaus, you will see these buildings in a
deeper, more meaningful context.
The Bauhaus Building, designed by Bauhaus School
founder Walter Gropius, is emblematic of Modernism with
its glass facade and white and gray concrete exterior. The
building complex consists of five structures, including the
workshop wing with its glass curtain wall and the vocational
school wing that link together via a glass bridge. I tour the
workshop wing’s legendary Bauhaus stage with tubular steel
seating designed by Marcel Breuer and built by Bauhaus
students. Breuer, a Bauhaus carpentry instructor, is known
for his iconic Model B3 or “Wassily” chair.
In the vocational building, I visit the cube-shaped office of
Walter Gropius furnished with reproductions of his designs.
I also stop to admire the building’s many architectural
details and interior fittings designed by Bauhaus students.
Next, I walk a few blocks to a row of modernist homes
known as the Masters’ Houses, a collection of white cubic
structures—three duplexes and a single-family home
constructed in 1926 that housed instructors at the Bauhaus
School. The Masters’ Houses showed the world the way
forward for modern architecture.

Also, on my list of important Bauhaus sites is the Kornhaus
restaurant built in 1929 on the banks of the Elbe River. The
spaceship-looking building consists of a semi-circular glass
level that that hovers over the riverbanks anchored by an
elongated cube. Today the restaurant is open to the public
and offers tours.
I drive 20 minutes outside the city to The Dessau-Törten
Housing Estate, to experience the democratic ideals of
Bauhaus architecture. Walter Gropius received a commission
from Dessau to build this affordable housing complex in
1926 consisting of 314 homes for factory workers. Rows
of white and gray colored, homogeneous cubed facades
populate the settlement as a Bauhaus solution for costeffective mass housing. Today, these residences are privately
owned and occupied.
For a historical perspective of the Bauhaus evolution in
Dessau, I head over to The Bauhaus Museum Dessau. The
glass cube building downtown opened in 2019 in tandem
with Bauhaus’100th anniversary and has the secondlargest Bauhaus collection worldwide. Of the museum’s
approximately 50 thousand objects, 1000 are on display in
rotating exhibits.

Master House by Walter Gropius

What to know if you go:
Bauhaus tourism is Dessau’s leading economic driver, so
the city has a well-organized infrastructure for travelers
interested in architecture and design.
I encourage you to read up on The Bauhaus legacy to fully
grasp the power of these structures and the rare opportunity
to find such a large concentration of Bauhaus architecture
in one city. You can begin your research and architectural
tour planning at https://www.bauhaus-dessau.de.
As a “Design Tourist” in East Germany, my takeaway is
a more mindful perspective on consumerism, a greater
appreciation of all things handmade and how the country
embodies the complexities of human nature in its art, craft,
architecture, and culture. If you travel with an open mind,
you’ll return with an open heart. To plan your next trip,
I encourage you to start with the website: www.germany.
travel
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Bauhaus University Mural in Stairway by Bauhaus Master Oskar Schlemmer
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